2022 and Beyond

ACT for America is proud to work with a coalition of grassroots movements from local, independent county groups, statewide groups, and nationally recognized organizations. We are here to serve this united effort as a mobilization center to welcome in new volunteers and integrate them into the most effective, localized affiliate partners.

**Our objective is to provide clean voter rolls prior to the 2022 Federal Elections to secure One Man, One Vote and restore confidence in our Election System.**

A local election integrity volunteer voter roll taskforce is actively engaged in most battleground states, county by county, with the underserved counties forming teams every week until we see full state coverage.

Beyond the battleground states, we have many localized task forces operating in various states and we will be focusing our efforts to provide comprehensive support and task force formation in all 50 states, all counties, by the end of this year.

As our voter roll task force volunteers enter into the ‘freeze’ period, 90 days before an election begins, we will pivot volunteers towards coordinating all eyes on the election process. We will also call on volunteers for canvassing to get out the vote, deliver voter guides, and train for various poll station work.

Every citizen should participate in our comprehensive election integrity legislative action to build the massive groundswell of support and force our lawmakers to work with us to Secure Our Elections!

Please contact activist@actforamerica.org for more information.